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Two way 
communication

▌Features

▌Powered by Microsemi ZL38063 for both embedded and cloud based ASR solutions

▌Supports 2-3 microphones array placement for enhanced audio pick up

▌Supports device cascading, allowing up to 6 microphones array for
both 180° and 360° audio pick up

▌Supports 360° sound location estimation

▌Audio barge-in :  Noise Reduction /Far field microphone processing/Two way communication

RAK7213

RAK announced a highly integrated with low power low cost module that improves Automatic 
Speech Recognition (ASR) performance at extended distance with barge-in capability and is 
optimized for detecting voice commands. The Audio module is specifically designed for set-top 
boxes & smart speakers, but work equally well in other connected home applications. 
The module is capable of both voice control and 2-way full duplex audio with voice 
enhancements such as Acoustic Echo Cancellation (AEC), Noise Reduction (NR) to improve 
both the intelligibility and subjective quality of voice in harsh acoustic environments.

The Two Way Voice Communication Mode supports two 16 bit fully differential delta-sigma 
digital to analog converters. The two output DACs can driver 2 outputs either single ended or 
differential. Four analog gain settings on each DAC output are provides and can be set to: 
1x, 0.5x, 0.333x, or 0.25x.

▌System Block Diagram ▌RAK7213 Picture
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Two Way Talk Yes Yes

▌Parameters ▌Contact Us

MIC Quantity

Audio DSP

Dimension

Beanforming

Alexa Wakeup

Audio barge-in

AEC

Noise Reduction  

Far field

Sound Location

Sensory License

ZL38063

22mm × 16mm
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

License Chip on board License Chip on board 

5 meter

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5 meter

360 degree 360 deg Sound locator 
( show you talker direction )
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RAK7213

▌ZL38063 Introduction

Designed for world-class voice front-end applications, 

Microsemi’s new ZL38063 audio processor features 

the company’s AcuEdge™ technology. This innovative 

technology is a set of highly-complex and 

integrated algorithms that significantly improves 

automatic speech recognition (ASR) for both embedded 

and cloud-based ASR solutions. 

The ZL38063 delivers audio enhancements that 

perform noise reduction and smart automatic gain control 

(AGC), enabling speech recognition at distance in noisy, 

real-world conditions.
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Shenzhen Rakwireless Technology Co., Ltd. (RAK) was 

established in June 2014. Based in Shenzhen with a R&D 

center in Shanghai, a office in Beijing. RAK devoted to 

developing and supplying advanced IoT technology and 

services. RAK has become from R&D, production to 

sales one-stop IoT solution supply company.

At present, RAK has been worked with over 200 customers 

and has capability of developing its own core competence 

on IoT field. Thanks to all customers, RAK international 

service network covers a lot of countries include China 

main land, Hong Kong, Korea, Denmark, India, Russia, 

USA, Japan, Singapore, Germany and Sweden.

RAK believes a new era of internet will come soon with 

the rapid development of the internet industry under the 

support of Chinese “Internet +” policy. A new IoT world 

will be realized globally soon. RAK is ready to push the 

establishment of new IoT industry based on our strong 

technical competence, diligence, entrepreneurship, 

and mind of dedication. 

Based on rich experiences on IoT industry, RAK founder 

and his team focus on developing IoT Middleware, 

which is the company core competence, and supply 

end to end IoT solutions to customers. Besides 

accumulated many experiences of most of main

protocols such as HomeKit, Amazon Echo, NEST, IFTTT, 

Z-Wave and LoRa. RAK is also Apple HomeKit licensee, 

Amazon IoT Consulting Parter, Z-Wave Alliance Member 


